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Examples are provided of the following. The correspondence analysis, also termed geometric data analysis, 
platform, exploiting conceptual resolution scale, and having both analytical focus and contextualization, 

this semantically maps qualitative and quantitative data. Big data analytics has new challenges and 
opportunities, and key factors are security through aggregation and ethical accuracy of individual mapping; 
and process-wise, this is multi-resolution analysis carried out. For the analytical topology of the data, from 
hierarchical clustering, the following is developed, with properties noted here and essentially with linear 
time computational complexity. For text mining, and also for medical and health analytics, the analysis 
determines a divisive, ternary (i.e. p-adic where p = 3) hierarchical clustering from factor space mapping. 
Hence the topology (i.e. ultra metric topology, here using a ternary hierarchical clustering), related to the 
geometry of the data (i.e. the Euclidean metric endowed factor space, semantic mapping, of the data, from 
correspondence analysis) determined is the differentiation in data mining of what is both exceptional and 
quite unique relative to what is both common and shared, and predominant. a major analytical theme, started 
now, is for mental health, with analytical focus and contextualization, with the objective for interpretation 
of mental capital. Another analytical theme is to be for developing economies.
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